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Users of a recommender system may be requested to express their
preferences about items either with evaluations of items (e.g. a
rating) or with comparisons of item pairs. In this work we focus
on the acquisition of pairwise preferences in the music domain.
Asking the user to explicitly compare music, i.e., which, among
two listened tracks, is preferred, requires some user effort. We have
therefore developed a novel approach for automatically extracting
these preferences from the analysis of the facial expressions of the
users while listening to the compared tracks. We have trained a
predictor that infers user’s pairwise preferences by using features
extracted from these data. We show that the predictor performs
better than a commonly used baseline, which leverages the user’s
listening duration of the tracks to infer pairwise preferences. Furthermore, we show that there are differences in the accuracy of the
proposed method between users with different personalities and
we have therefore adapted the trained model accordingly. Our work
shows that by introducing a low user effort preference elicitation
approach, which, however, requires to access information that may
raise potential privacy issues (face expression), one can obtain good
prediction accuracy of pairwise music preferences.

1

INTRODUCTION

User preference elicitation is a critical step any recommender system to perform well. Traditionally, it has been implemented either
by (i) explicitly asking users to enter ratings from an ordinal scale
(e.g., five stars) or (ii) using implicit signals, such as clicks, previews,
purchases, playcount, listening time etc. Ratings are considered
a more reliable measure of the user preferences whereas implicit
signals are only approximate indicators of the user preferences. For
example, if a user skips a song after having listened to 75% of its
duration, can one conclude that she likes that song or not? It is
hard to say for sure. Another important aspect of the distinction
between explicit and implicit preference elicitation is intrusiveness
and the required user effort. Asking the user to provide explicit
ratings is intrusive because it interferes with the interaction flow,
whereas implicit signals are acquired in the background without
disrupting the interaction. Moreover, the user must spend time to
evaluate an item and to enter her evaluation into the system; this
required effort may have a negative effect on the correctness of the
entered evaluation.
Independently from whether the feedback is acquired implicitly
or explicitly, it can be acquired as a single judgment against an
absolute benchmark or in the form of a pairwise comparison, hence
a relative evaluation of the compared items [20]. When pairwise
comparisons are acquired the user is shown pairs of items and she
has to indicate which one she prefers in each pair. Each comparison
can be coded in a numerical scale and is called a pairwise score. For
instance, if we consider the pair of items (A, B) and the user prefers
A to B, this can be coded as 1, while if B is preferred to A it can be
coded as -1. One can also consider more nuanced comparisons, such
as, A is much more preferred to B, it could be coded as +2. There are
cases, where pairwise preferences and their elicitation may be more
appropriate than single item judgments. In the aforementioned
example related to the inference of user preferences from listening
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time, if we have two songs, where one has been listened to only 15%
and the other 75% of their respective durations, we can safely guess
that the user prefers the second song to the first one. As a matter
of fact, relative comparisons bring less information than absolute,
single item, evaluations. But, deriving pairwise comparisons from
implicit signals may be easier and more reliable.
Moreover, pairwise comparison helps the users to reflect more
on their preferences and require less cognitive effort especially
when the items that are compared are actually comparable. Two
items are comparable when they belong to the same category, i.e.,
they are rather similar, and we can justify the comparison on the
base of their features. For instance, hotel A is cheaper than hotel
B, or track A is mellower than track B, are direct justifications for
preferring one item to the other. Obviously, reflecting on the item
features and determining which one is important for the user is
easier and appropriate when the user task is clear. For example,
two songs can be compared based on many attributes, such as their
mood, tempo, danceability, energy, loudness etc [4]. However, when
choosing between two songs for a party, energy and danceability
might be more important than other attributes. Hence, the context
of the music consumption is also important when determining the
comparability of two songs. Since our aim in future work is to build
a context-aware recommender system for music we have assumed
that pairwise comparisons could be a more appropriate preference
elicitation mechanism than ratings.
However, asking the user to provide pairwise preferences explicitly is cumbersome. We were therefore interested in finding
out how one can possibly use implicit feedback, that is, data collected without requesting an explicit action to the user, to signal her
preference. We conjectured that these signals could be effectively
used for predicting “explicit” pairwise preferences, i.e., pairwise
preferences that would be given by the user if explicitly requested.
Traditionally, implicit feedback-based approaches are leveraging
signs of the user-system interaction that are easy to acquire and are
collected also for other reasons, e.g., system monitoring. Examples
are play-counts and listening time in the music domain [26, 31].
In this scenario, we also observe that music is a particular application where emotions are important. Research has shown that
music listening evokes emotional responses [39]. These emotional
responses are coupled with bodily responses, among which facial
expressions are ones of the strongest predictors of the current emotion [35]. Two pieces of music that evoke different emotions should
cause the user to produce different facial expressions, too. Furthermore, it has been found that the strength of an emotion (i.e. the
arousal) is correlated with the music preferences of the listener [23].
Hence, we here conjecture that the difference in facial expressions
of a user while listening to two songs is a predictor of the pairwise
preference of that user for the two songs.
The research question we address is hence: Can we infer (implicitly) pairwise music preferences of a user from her facial
expressions during the listening of songs? Figure 1 summarizes the approach we take to address the research question.
In this paper we present a novel approach for implicit pairwise
music preference elicitation. The novelty lies in (i) the usage of new
implicit signals and (ii) the fact that these features provide a better
prediction of pairwise preferences than a baseline method that uses
listening time. The user facial expressions when listening to songs

SONG 1

SONG 2

PREDICTION
MODEL

Figure 1: We hypothesize that the difference between the facial expressions while listening to song 1 and the facial expressions while listening to song 2 are related to the user
preference, hence are informative features for predicting
the pairwise score of songs 1 and 2.
are leveraged as implicit signals of her preferences. These are more
difficult to obtain than other implicit signals, such as listening time,
but are conjectured to yield a higher prediction accuracy of the
user’s pairwise preferences.
The experimental results show that our facial expressions-based
approach does predict the pairwise preference better than a listening time-based approach. The prediction error is decreased by
17%.
With the proposed approach we are introducing a more complex
acquisition mechanism compared to listening time but we improve
the accuracy of the prediction of the users’ pairwise preferences.
However, the proposed method raises privacy issues. Although a
thorough evaluation of the privacy perspective is out of the scope
of this paper, we discuss some approaches that can be used to tackle
this issue.
Finally, previous research has also shown that there are differences between users in the way they perceive music [30]. In our
work we have also explored these individual differences and found
that the prediction accuracy differs in groups of people with common personality traits (e.g. people who are extroverted).

2

RELATED WORK

The conducted work stands on a diverse set of related work. In this
section we cover topics that support the rationale of our research
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hypothesis and the chosen experimental approach. Our general
contribution is about techniques for predicting pairwise preferences
in music. The prediction technique we present is based on implicit
feedback from the user. Since related work shows that music is
related to emotions and emotions are related to user preferences then
we used emotions as implicit signals of music preferences. Emotions
are manifested through a variety of bodily signals, among which are
facial expressions. We use facial expressions as a proxy for acquiring
the user’s emotions felt during the listening of a song. As emotions
and preferences depend on personal user characteristics we provide
an overview of that related work as well. Finally, we summarize
the work done on privacy in recommender systems and position our
work in this context.

approach that we are aware of comes from Information Retrieval,
where a clicked result in a ranked list is treated as the preferred one
in comparison to the other items on the list of results [27]. However,
this approach is not applicable in our usage scenario.

2.1

2.3

Pairwise Preferences

Preferences can be acquired as single judgments about items (e.g.
a rating on an ordinal scale from 1 to 5) or as pairwise judgments
comparing two (or more) alternatives (e.g. I prefer item A to item B).
Bockenholt [6] showed that pairwise judgments are useful when
users have difficulty assessing the utility of a single item. This is
especially true when the utility of an item changes with context
or when the preference elicitation method itself influences the
judgment of a user [6]. This holds in the music domain. We usually
listen to music in a specific context, e.g., when working or driving.
One may find it difficult to give a precise (scaled) judgment about
a particular song. But, when asked to simply compare two songs
for a given usage scenario, the user is often able to provide a more
reliable preference.
Once the pairwise preferences are acquired, recommender system algorithms can take advantage of such type of preferences. For
instance, Bayesian Personalized Ranking (BPR) [27] takes pairwise
scores and generates a ranked list of recommended items. The algorithm proposed by Kallori et al. [20] takes pairwise scores to predict
missing pairwise scores. Then it uses the predicted pairwise scores
to generate a ranked list of recommended items.

2.2

Music and Emotions

There is a vast body of research showing that music and emotions
are related. Emotions are short-lasting bodily responses to stimuli,
as opposed to mood, which is a long-lasting experience without an
identifiable stimulus [11]. When an emotion is experienced, a set
of bodily responses are triggered. These bodily responses include
physiological changes (e.g., change in heart-beat or sweating) and
expressions (e.g., facial and vocal expressions) [33]. Emotions have
been also linked to decision making. Research has shown that the
physiological responses that occur with emotions influence the
decisions taken [1].
There are two main approaches to characterize emotions: the categorical and the dimensional. In the categorical approach one looks
at emotions as distinct categories. A widely known categorization
of emotions has been proposed by Ekman[12] with the six Ekman
basic emotions. These are anger, disgust, fear, surprise, happiness, and
sadness. The categorization was done in such a way that these six
emotions have distinctive facial expressions and physiological responses. In a separate line of research, Zentner et al. [42] conducted
a series of studies on music listeners and asked them to describe the
emotion they feel on a wide range of musical stimuli. The outcome
of these studies was the identification of music-oriented emotional
categories, concretely wonder, transcendence, tenderness, nostalgia,
peacefulness, power, joyful activation, tension, and sadness, and the
Geneva Emotional Music Scale (GEMS), an instrument for measuring these emotions. The dimensional approach assumes that a single
emotion is not a category but a point in a space. The most common
dimensions used are valence, arousal and dominance, as proposed
by Russel and Mehrabian [29]. Valence describes whether an emotion is pleasant or unpleasant, arousal describes the strength of the
emotion and dominance describes how much we are in control of
the emotion.
For each musical piece, Juslin et al. distinguish between expressed,
perceived and induced emotions [19]. The expressed emotions are
those that the performer or composer wishes to express. The perceived emotion are the ones perceived, but not necessarily felt,
by the listener. For example, a listener might recognize a song as
sad while being happy. The induced emotion is the one that is felt
by the listener, i.e., the user experiences physiological and expressional reactions. In our work we focus on the induced emotions.
We measure the facial expressions of the user, which are the result
of the felt emotions, induced by the songs. There are a lot of studies
that demonstrate how music influences the emotional responses
of listeners. Schedl et al. [32] show that certain audio descriptors
related to loudness, timbre, harmony, and rhythm correlate with
the perceived emotions. They also show that there are additional
variables, such as demographics, expertise, and personality, that
influence the type of emotional response to a musical stimulus.
Music and emotions are related also in terms of motivation for
the consumption of music. Lonsdale and North have shown that
one of the main reasons why people listen to music is emotion

Implicit Preference

As asking users to explicitly express their music preferences is intrusive, researchers have started to focus on the implicit acquisition
thereof. Jawaheer et al. state that there is a substantial difference
in the cognitive effort requested for providing explicit vs. implicit
feedback [18]. They claim that acquiring implicit user feedback is
seamless, whereas explicit user feedback requires some cognitive
effort. Parra and Amaitrian [26] have shown that existing music listening traces can be used for generating good predictions of actual
music ratings. One of the most popular implicit signals is playcount, i.e., the number of times a user has played a song [18, 26].
Listening time is a similar measure and has been shown to correlate positively with the user preferences expressed in the form of
ratings. The study carried out by Dunn et al. [9] showed that the
more the users like a song the longer they listen to it. Moling et al.
[25] used the listening time as an evaluation metric for their music
recommender system. In the work presented here we have used the
listening time as the main predictive feature of a baseline predictor of pairwise scores. To the best of our knowledge, there are no
other implicit techniques for pairwise score acquisition. The only
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regulation, i.e., as a tool to change or keep an emotional state at
will. [22, 39].

2.4

all five personality factors correlate with music preferences across
a wide range of genres. For example, people who score high on
Openness tend to prefer more reflective and complex genres such as
blues, jazz and classical music. These findings have been confirmed
and extended by other similar studies, such as [7, 9]. Another study
showed that there is correlation between user characteristics, such
as personality and music education, and the emotional perception
of music [32]. In a study conducted by Ferwerda et al. [14] the
authors induced different emotional states in users and asked them
which emotionally-laden music they would prefer to listen to in
that situation. The analysis showed that users with different personalities had different preferences. For example, users who scored
high on neuroticism and felt disgusted tend to listen more to sad
music whereas low-neuroticism users tend to prefer happy music.
Similar findings that show that people with different personalities
have different emotional responses to the same stimuli have been
found by Sachs et al. [30].

Emotions and Preferences

There is evidence that supports the thesis that emotional responses
are related to music preferences. Luck et al. [23] conducted an experiment where they let users to listen to music excerpts, give ratings
to the excerpts, and dance. The analysis of the data showed a relationship between music preferences and the amount of movement,
which was deemed as a proxy for emotional arousal. Furthermore,
they observed that personality accounts for the variance in the
emotional response as measured through movement.

2.5

Acquisition of Emotions

Emotions can be measured in an explicit or implicit way. Explicit
emotion acquisition is done through questionnaires, such as the
Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM), which are intrusive and timeconsuming [5]. We can take advantage of the fact that emotions
are manifested through physiological and bodily responses and
expressions and measure these. Research has shown that the manifestation of emotion in humans, especially facial expressions, is
quite universal across individuals and cultures [10]. Charles Darwin speculated that the expression of emotions in humans and
lower species share a common single origin due to the similarity of
emotion expressions across species [8]. Ekman, for example, has
devised the Facial Actions Coding System (FACS), a method for
assessing the observable facial expressions and mapping them to
emotions. For example, happiness is expressed with Action Unit
(AU) 6 (contraction of zygomatic major) and AU12 (contraction of
the inferior part of orbicularis oculi) [13].
The field of affective computing is developing methods for inferring the emotional state of the user from various bodily signals.
This is done using various modalities (i.e. various sensors, such as
cameras, heart-rate sensors, skin conductance sensors etc.) [34].
Substantial progress has been made on detecting emotions from
facial expressions [35–37, 41] and these technologies have become
mature enough to yield robust off-the shelf solutions. In our experiments, we used such a library, the Affectiva Software Development
Kit1 . That library takes as input the video stream of the user’s
face from a web camera located on a computer and detects a total
of 21 facial expressions, six emotions and some additional user
characteristics2 , which are summarized in Tab. 1.

2.6

2.7

Privacy in User Modeling

In general, users are willing to give up some personal data for getting a personalized service [21]. However, the acquisition of user
data poses a privacy threat. The acquired data, i.e. the user profile,
can be used to identify the user and thus to reveal preferences for
items that may be embarrassing or compromising for the user. In
classical recommender systems the user profiles usually consist of
ratings for items. Various privacy-preserving techniques have been
devised. Berkovsky et al. [2] showed that decentralizing the user
profiles can mitigate privacy issues while retaining the accuracy of
a collaborative filtering (CF) recommender system. Heitman et al.
[17] proposed a portable architecture, where each user carries her
own user profile on her own device. This approach limits the access
and exchange of user data. Another technique is called differential privacy, which revolves around introducing randomness in the
ratings. In their work, Berlioz et al. [3], apply three differential privacy techniques in CF and matrix factorization (MF) recommender
systems, and discuss the trade-offs between privacy and accuracy.
They found that CF algorithms are more resilient to the introduced
randomness, compared to MF, and are more suitable when there
are high privacy requirements. In low privacy requirements, however, MF has a better accuracy than CF. The preference prediction
method that we present in this paper does not acquire ratings but
facial expressions. Although we do not address the privacy aspects
experimentally, the same techniques of decentralization and differential privacy could be used in the method we present. Furthermore,
if we compare an explicit rating about an item with facial expressions during the consumption of an item, it is clear that the explicit
rating reveals more information about the user’s attitude towards
the item than the facial expressions. We would also like to stress
that the proposed approach does not store any images or video of
the user, but only system-generated predictions of facial expressions in the form of textual information (see Tab. 1 for an example).
These predictions are computed by the used library.

Personality and Music

A user characteristic that is often considered in the analysis of music
preferences is personality. Personality accounts for the individual
differences in our long-term emotional, interpersonal, experiential,
attitudinal and motivational styles [24]. A frequently used model of
personality is the five-factor model (FFM), which is composed of the
factors: Openness to new experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion,
Agreeableness and Neuroticism. FFM of users is usually measured
using a validated questionnaire, such as the Ten Item Personality
Measure (TIPI) [16]. Several studies have shown that personality
and music preferences are correlated. Rentfrow et al.[28] found that

3

EXPERIMENT

In order to build the proposed pairwise preference predictor we
first collected observational data. We set up a pre-study surveying

1 http://developer.affectiva.com/
2 http://blog.affectiva.com/the-emotion-behind-facial-expressions
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Feature
number of faces found
gender
glasses
age
ethnicity
joy*
sadness*
disgust*
contempt*
anger*
fear*
surprise*
valence*
engagement
smile
innerBrowRaise
browRaise
browFurrow
noseWrinkle
upperLipRaise
lipCornerDepressor
chinRaise
lipPucker
lipPress
lipSuck
mouthOpen
smirk
eyeClosure
attention
lidTighten
jawDrop
dimpler
eyeWiden
cheekRaise
lipStretch
emoji

IUI ’19, March 17–20, 2019, Marina del Rey, CA, USA

Value

3.1

1
Male
Yes
35 - 44
Caucasian
0.001814206363633275
0.02542627975344658
0.42628759145736694
0.19689859449863434
0.004459045361727476
0.0046778046526014805
0.19569388031959534
-0.2734917402267456
0.07985058426856995
4.354387073135513e-9
0.7271478176116943
0.012029489502310753
0.1216883435845375
0.006316573824733496
0.000019096871255896986
0.00048577284906059504
0.02014032006263733
0.017056530341506004
0.03073771297931671
0.0005146527546457946
0.01045703049749136
0.18308372795581818
5.5701749879233375e-9
98.3320541381836
0.003822572296485305
0.03755816072225571
0.0046720667742192745
0.00891738198697567
0.00021206788369454443
0.003288324223831296
:-|

3.1.1 Pre-study. We ran a pre-study in order to identify a suitable
music listening scenario for the main study. The scenario should
be experienced quite frequently and the users should really listen
to music in the scenario. We ran the pre-study on a sample of 145
subjects (85 males, mostly under- and post-graduate students). The
subjects were asked to provide free-text answers to the following
questions: (1) which periods of day do you normally listen to music
and in those periods (2) which activities do you perform while
listening to music. After coding the answers, we found that the
most popular activities accompanied by music listening are daily
cognitive activities, such as studying, working, programming, reading
(76% of participants) and commuting, e.g. car driving, bus riding,
cycling, walking (50 % of participants). We finally chose working
(cognitively demanding tasks) as the target usage scenario for our
main study.

Data Acquisition

3.1.2 Music selection. For the main study, we have chosen to use
the Moodo music dataset [38]. The dataset contains a total of 200
song snippets lasting 15s each. The songs are unknown to the
large public, which eliminates the familiarity bias in expressing
preferences. They span across a variety of music genres. Moreover, for preference elicitation, the songs were assigned to users
randomly, however, some songs were presented more often than
others. Namely, we artificially generated a short head/long tail distribution of the probabilities for each song to be presented to a user.
The number of occurrences of individual songs are shown in Fig. 2.
There are two reasons for this choice: (i) in real scenarios some
songs are actually played more often than others and (ii) ratings in
real data sets are not uniformly distributed. In fact, in our future
work we will implement a recommender system that will exploit a
collaborative filtering algorithm. These algorithms are commonly
trained on real usage data sets where songs from a smaller part of
the full catalog are more frequently rated than the others. This has
the beneficial consequence that when users’ profiles are compared,
e.g., in user-based collaborative filtering approach, a target user
have a larger number of neighbors with whom a similarity can
be computed, compared to the case when ratings are uniformly
distributed on items.

Table 1: List of facial expression raw features f ∈ F acquired
from a webcam video and processed by the Affectiva SDK
with example values. The features included in the reduced
set SF are marked with an asterisk.

3.1.3 Main Study. The main study was carried out in a controlled
environment. We first explained to the users the goal of the experiment and trained them. We had a total of 75 users (they were
different from those involved in the pre-study). The average age
was 29.8 years (SD = 9.5) and there were 49 males. We asked the
users to imagine having to choose music for the usage scenario
selected in the pre-study, i.e., working (cognitively demanding tasks).
By using this approach (to imagine a listening context) we put
constraints on the ecological validity of the experiment; users may
have overestimated the importance of the scenario. However, we
believe that this has no impact on the comparison of alternative
pairwise score prediction algorithms, as we have done. Using the
web interface presented in [40] and depicted in Fig. 3, each user u
was shown two play buttons, one for each song s = {l, k}, being
l the song on the left and k the song on the right. Each user was
forced to listen to at least 10 seconds of each song and to adjust the
slider into the proper position, depending on their preference. The

alternative usage scenarios and a main user study where users compared pairs of songs. While they were listening to songs in the main
study we collected their facial expressions through a web camera.
After listening to each pair of songs, the users provided explicit
pairwise scores, which were used as ground truth for training the
preference prediction model. We also measured the listening time
for each song and used it in a baseline preference predictor. We
compared the accuracy of the preference predictions of the proposed and baseline models using Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE),
precision, recall, F-measure and accuracy.
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Figure 2: The number of times individual songs have been
presented to the users in the experiment.

Figure 4: Distribution of listening times. In 3% of the cases
the listening times were longer than 30s.
web browser

selected position was converted into a pairwise preference score
p(u, k, l) ∈ {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2} where -2 meant I prefer strongly the left
song and +2 meant I prefer strongly the right song. The user could
listen to each song multiple times, so the time of user u listening
to the song l or k was in the range t(u, s) = [10, ∞]. The observed
distribution of the listening times is shown in Fig. 4.

MUSIC EXCERPT 1
MUSIC EXCERPT 2

DATABASE
PAIRWISE SCORE

server

FACIAL FEATURES

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS FEATURES
EXTRACTION
cloud

Figure 5: Flow of the data acquisition interaction: the user
listens to two music snippets and then provides a pairwise score. During the listening to the music, a web camera
streams the video to an API that extracts facial features.

1. The Affectiva SDK managed to process on average 11 frames per
second. We stored the raw facial features F , the listening times, the
song IDs and the user IDs in a database.
After having listened to the target songs, each user was required
to give pairwise scores to at least 10 pairs of songs. Each song could
occur only once per user. The users also filled-in two questionnaires:
(i) a demographics questionnaire, and (ii) the TIPI questionnaire
[16] with ten questions measuring the five personality dimensions
of the FFM.

Figure 3: The user interface of the pairwise preference acquisition.
While listening to the songs, the user’s facial expressions were
captured by the web camera installed on the laptop. The flow of
the acquisition is shown in Fig. 5. The video stream of the facial
expressions was sent to the Affectiva SDK for the extraction of
facial expression features. For each video frame, the Affectiva SDK
returned a set of 47 features related to the recorded facial expression in JSON format. We denote these raw features as f ∈ F . The
complete list of raw features F with example values is listed in Tab.

4

PAIRWISE SCORES PREDICTION

We tackled the prediction of pairwise scores both as (i) a regression problem, where we predict numeric pairwise scores p̂(u, k, l) ∈
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[−2, 2] and as (ii) a classification problem, where we predict pairwise scores as alternative discrete class (left is preferred, right is
preferred, equally preferred).

Regression

We designed a model that predicts the pairwise scores p̂(u, k, l) ∈
[−2, 2] the user u would give to a pair of songs k and l based on
the features engineered from the facial expressions. Since this is a
regression problem we used RMSE as metric to assess the quality
of the prediction.
For each of the 638 pairwise scores provided by the users we
had at least 20 seconds of facial features returned by the Affectiva
SDK, i.e., at least 10 seconds per song in the pair. Figure 6 shows
an example of the time series of the feature surprise for a pair of
songs. We needed to map the variable-length time series of facial
raw features F during listening to a song to a fixed number of
features per song-user in order to be able to use them in a regression
algorithm. We denote these as engineered features E. It is important
to note that the selected features should be invariant with respect to
some modification of the raw observations. For instance, small time
delays of a raw feature behavior should not affect the engineered
features and the regression algorithm.
We experimented with several approaches for aggregating variablelength time series F into fixed length feature vectors, such as average values, standard deviations, peak values, position of the peak
values, monotonicity and polynomial fitting. The best performance
in terms of prediction accuracy was yielded when we used polynomial fitting and monotonicity features. We performed a second
degree polynomial fitting for modeling the raw features’ changes
during the listening to a song, i.e., we approximate a raw feature
with the following polynomial:
f

f

f

y f (u, s, t) = α s + βs t + γs t 2
(1)
where f is the facial feature f ∈ SF = {joy, sadness, disдust,
contempt, anдer , f ear , surprise, valence}, s is either the left or the
f
f
f
right song s ∈ {l, k}, and α s , βs and γs are the parameters to fit
(which become the new set of engineered features E). We note that
in the equation above, t is the time and y is the fitted value of an f
feature.
When determining the α, β and γ engineered features, we tested
several subset of the raw features from Tab. 1 and found that the α,
β and γ engineered features extracted from the subset of features
f ∈ SF ⊂ F yield results that are as good as the ones from the full set
of features F (i.e. including other features from Tab 1, such as smile,
browRaise etc.). The values α, β and γ (for each raw feature) were
used as features for the prediction of the pairwise score. We also
calculated the differences between the α, β and γ values of the left
song l and the right song k (for the same raw feature) thus obtaining
additional engineered features for training the predictor of the
pairwise score. We denoted these features as ∆α f , ∆β f and ∆γ f .
Besides the engineered features α f , β f , γ f , and their respective
differences, we calculated also features that describe the monotonic
relationship between time and the facial features SF . To do that we
used the Spearman’s Rank-Order Correlation. We denote it with
f
f
ρ s . We also calculated the difference of the ρ s of the left and the
right song and we denoted it with ∆ρ f . So, we state again that in
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Figure 6: Example of the time series of the surprise feature
for a pair of songs.

Feature

Absolute Correlation

∆β cont empt
∆β val ence
cont empt
βl
∆β joy
∆ρ sadness
ρlsadness
∆ρval ence
joy
βl
βlval ence
∆α joy
∆β sadness
ence
ρval
l
joy
∆ρ
∆α cont empt

0.277868
0.262055
0.242743
0.229939
0.215670
0.202872
0.202689
0.196904
0.189589
0.175126
0.173816
0.167465
0.165396
0.164943

Table 2: Absolute values of correlations between features
and pairwise scores.

the predictor we did not use the raw features f ∈ SF ⊂ F but the
f
f f
f
engineered features E = {α s , βs , γs , ∆α f , ∆β f , ∆γ f , ρ s , ∆ρ f } for
each f ∈ SF calculated from the raw features SF .
We have calculated the correlations between each new engineered feature and the pairwise score and found several significant
correlations. The features with the strongest correlations were those
related to contempt, sadness, joy, and valence. They are reported in
Tab. 2. As expected, the engineered features with higher correlation
are those that model differences of SF features. There are, however,
some features related to the left song, i.e. s = l. We speculate that
this is related to the fact that in most cases (79%) the users started
to listen first to the left song.
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After having performed the above described feature engineering
step we performed the prediction task by using the features describing the facial expression of the user while comparing two songs to
predict the pairwise score of the two songs. We ended up, for each
pair of songs, with 96 engineered features: 12 engineered features
for each of the eight f ∈ SF features, i.e. α, β, and γ features for the
left song, α, β, and γ features for the right song, three ∆ features, a
ρ for the left song, a ρ for the right song and a ∆ρ. We experimented
with several prediction algorithms and ended up with considering
Random Forest and the Gradient Boosting that yielded the best
results. We used stratified splitting in order to preserve the distribution of the users’ data in the training and test sets. This was done
by keeping, for each user, approximately 60% of her comparisons
in the training set and the remaining 40% in the test set. Then we
used random sampling from each stratum with 60% in the training
set and 40% in the test set. We repeated this procedure 5 times and
averaged the results. Each time we optimized the hyper-parameters
using five-fold cross validation on the training set.

2.00
1.75
1.50
1.25
1.00
0.75
0.50
0.25
0.00

RMSE

Random Forest
Gradient Boosting
Random Forest
Gradient Boosting

Facial Features
Facial Features
Listening Time
Listening Time

1.06
1.04
1.25
1.27

High

are easier to predict than those of others. To achieve this we split
the users in two groups, trained two separate models (one for each
group) and compared the RMSE using the t-test. We perform the
splitting in two groups several times, each time along one of the
five personality factors. We used median splitting on each factor to
get the two groups of users that we compared.
We found that there were significant differences in the mean
RMSE of the split groups when the splitting was done on agreeableness, conscientiousness, and openness. For each group we used the
predictor that yielded the best result. The results are summarized in
Tab. 4 and shown in Figs. 7 through 9. We speculate that users, who
score low on agreeableness, high on conscientiousness and/or low
on openness, tend to either show less emotions through their facial
expressions or have generally lower variance in their preferences.

High Openness
Low Openness
High Conscientiousness
Low Conscientiousness
High Agreeableness
Low Agreeableness
Global Model

4.1.2 Results. The results of the predictions are reported in Tab. 3.
The RMSE of the predictors that use the proposed facial features are
lower than the RMSE of the baseline methods which use listening
time features. Hence, although the proposed method requires to
collect the facial features it pays off with a substantially better
prediction accuracy.
Features

Low

Figure 7: RMSE distribution for users with high and low
agreeableness.

4.1.1 Baseline Predictor. Our method for predicting pairwise scores
from implicit signals is novel and there is little prior work to compare with. Popularity features, such as playcount, do not fit in our
experiment design because each user has listened to each song at
most one time. The global playcounts are also not suitable because
they were enforced artificially in order to ease our future work on
recommendations. We chose Random Forest and Gradient Boosting
baseline predictors that used the duration of the listening to each
song and the difference in the duration between the two songs in
the pair. The Spearman’s Rank Correlation Coefficient between the
duration differences in listening times (non-normal distribution)
in a pair of songs is correlated with the pairwise scores (discrete
and non-normal distribution). The correlation is r = 0.156 with the
p-value p = 0.000025. This means that the bigger the difference
in listening times (i.e. the user listens to one song from the pair
longer than to the other song) the more the user is likely to prefer
the song she listened longer to.

Reggressor

RMSE Distribution for different groups of Agreeableness

FaceFeatures
GradBoost

FaceFeatures
RandForset

Baseline

0.91
1.33
0.97
1.43
0.96
1.39
1.05

0.99
1.39
0.99
1.37
0.94
1.40
1.07

0.99
1.58
1.05
1.51
0.98
1.68
1.26

Table 4: RMSE of the prediction of the pairwise score on the
scale from -2 to 2 for different groups of users. Bold values
represent the best (i.e. lowest) RMSE score among the three
considered prediction methods.

4.2

Table 3: RMSE of the tested predictors using facial features
(the proposed method) and listening time features (baseline).

Classification

In a second set of experiments we designed a classification model
that predicts pairwise scores p̂(u, k, l) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} as a three-class
classifier. The users in the main study assigned pairwise scores as
discrete values p(u, k, l) ∈ {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}. We mapped the scores
{−2, −1} to −1 and {1, 2} to 1 for two reasons: (i) we wanted to
transform the regression problem to a classification one where the
classes are −1: k is preferred to l, +1: l is preferred to k, and 0: no one

4.1.3 Exploratory Analysis. Besides the global prediction model,
we explored whether the music preferences of some user groups
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RMSE Distribution for different groups of Conscientiousness
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
Low

High

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

Majority
Classifier
Random
Forest
Gradient
Boosting
Random
Forest
Gradient
Boosting

None
Facial
Features
Facial
Features
Listening
Time
Listening
Time

0.476

0.227

0.476

0.307

0.642

0.617

0.642

0.610

0.646

0.616

0.646

0.617

0.593

0.545

0.593

0.557

0.593

0.545

0.593

0.557

RMSE Distribution for different groups of Openness

lower RMSE, when the problem is modeled as a regression task,
and higher precision, recall, F-measure and accuracy when it is
modeled as a classification task.
These results support the working hypothesis of considering
facial expression and pairwise scoring prediction as a viable solution
for preference elicitation tasks, especially in forthcoming scenarios
of affective interactions with computers and robots, which are
already a reality in many emerging domestic applications.
We are aware that privacy is an important issue of the proposed
approach. Even if we do not store any image of the user, images are
taken in order to extract facial expression features. Although we
did not address the potential privacy issues raised by our approach,
we surveyed existing work on privacy and suggested solutions that
could be adopted to tame them.
Interestingly, we have shown that there are several facial expressionsderived features that correlate well with the user’s pairwise preferences. Furthermore, we observed that personality factors account
for differences in the accuracy of prediction, and certain type of
users may be better served with the proposed solution for preference elicitation.
We finally note that we plan to use the proposed pairwise scores
prediction method in a pairwise recommender system for music.
The goal is to reduce the number of explicit pairwise scores that
the system must elicit in order to obtain a given accuracy. We are
already working on an algorithm that combines explicitly acquired
pairwise scores with implicitly acquired ones. We will evaluate
the impact of the here presented pairwise score predictor on the
performance of the recommender system. We will use rankingbased metrics as we did in our prior work [20].

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0

Features

Table 5: Accuracy, precision, recall, and f-measure of classifiers using facial features (the proposed method) and listening time features (baseline).

Figure 8: RMSE distribution for users with high and low conscientiousness.

2.5

Classifier

Low

High

Figure 9: RMSE distribution for users with high and low
openness.

is preferred and (ii) the distribution among the classes was skewed
by having much more elements in the class 0 than in the other
classes.
We considered the same features used in the regression problem.
We also used the same data splitting technique. The results are
reported in Tab.5. Since the classification was in three classes, we
calculated the aggregated precision, recall and F-measures using
a weighting scheme. The average precision, recall and F-measure
were calculated by weighting these scores of each class by the number of true instances for each class to account for class imbalance.
We note that in this setting F-measure may not take a value between
precision and recall [15].
We note that Gradient Boosting with facial features performs the
best in terms of accuracy, recall and F-measure while the Random
Forest classifier is slightly better in terms of precision.
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